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Bannai–Ito algebras
and the osp(1,2) superalgebra
Hendrik De Bie1, Vincent X. Genest2, Wouter van de Vijver1, and Luc Vinet3
Abstract The Bannai–Ito algebra B(n) of rank (n−2) is defined as the algebra gen-
erated by the Casimir operators arising in the n-fold tensor product of the osp(1,2)
superalgebra. The structure relations are presented and representations in bases de-
termined by maximal Abelian subalgebras are discussed. Comments on realizations
as symmetry algebras of physical models are offered.
1 Introduction
The Bannai–Ito (BI) algebra B(3) of rank one is the associative algebra with three
generators Γ12,Γ13,Γ23 obeying the relations
{Γ12,Γ23}= Γ13+ω13, {Γ12,Γ13}= Γ23+ω23, {Γ13,Γ23}= Γ12+ω12, (1)
where {A,B} = AB+BA and ω12,ω13,ω23 are central. It has been introduced in
[10] to encode the bispectrality of the BI polynomials. Indeed, the Dunkl shift oper-
ators of which the BI polynomials are eigenfunctions, the spectrum variable of the
recurrence relation, and the anticommutator of these two operators satisfy (1), up
to affine transformations. This algebra is also isomorphic to a degeneration of the
double affine Hecke algebra of type (C∨1 ,C1) [8] and has appeared in a variety of
contexts. For a review, see [3].
Interestingly, the algebra (1) arises in the context of the representation theory
of the Lie superalgebra osp(1,2), more specifically in the recoupling schemes for
the tensor product of three irreducible representations. In this framework, the BI
polynomials are seen to be essentially the Racah coefficients of osp(1,2), that is the
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elements of the matrices relating the bases associated to the coupling of the first two
factors of the three-fold product to the basis corresponding to the situation where the
last two factors are initially regrouped. This connection of B(3) to osp(1,2) extends
to n-fold tensor products and leads to the BI algebra B(n) of arbitrary rank.
This will be presented in the following. We shall also give indications of how
representations of B(n) can be constructed in bases associated to maximal Abelian
subalgebras. We shall conclude by mentioning some applications of B(n).
2 osp(1,2) and the Bannai–Ito algebra
The osp(1,2) superalgebra can be presented as follows. It is generated by two odd
elements J± and one even element J0 that obey
[J0,J±] =±J±, {J+,J−}= 2J0,
with [a,b] = ab−ba. The Z2 grading can be accounted for by introducing the grade
involution P and including the relations
[J0,P] = 0, {J±,P}= 0, P2 = 1.
The Casimir operator in the universal enveloping algebra U (osp(1,2))
Γ =
1
2
([J−,J+]−1)P= J0P− J+J−P−P/2, (2)
is found to commute with all generators. There is an algebra morphism ∆ : osp(1,2)→
osp(1,2)⊗osp(1,2) called comultiplication that acts as follows on the generators:
∆(J0) = J0⊗1+1⊗ J0, ∆(J±) = J±⊗P+1⊗ J±, ∆(P) = P⊗P,
and is coassociative, i.e. (∆⊗1)∆ =∆(1⊗∆). The coproduct can be iterated to form
higher tensor powers of osp(1,2). For a positive integer n, define ∆ (n) : osp(1,2)→
osp(1,2)⊗n as ∆ (n) = (1⊗(n−2)⊗∆)◦∆ (d−1), with ∆ (1) = Id.
Let [n] = {1, . . . ,n} and let A= {a1, . . . ,ak} be an ordered k-subset of [n]. For 1≤
k ≤ n, one has a realization of osp(1,2) in osp(1,2)⊗n for any A. This realization,
denoted by ospA(1,2), has generators
JA± = ∑
ai∈A
J(ai)±
ak
∏
j=ai+1
P( j), JS0 = ∑
ai∈A
J(ai)0 , P
A = ∏
ai∈A
P(ai),
where J(i)± , J
(i)
0 , P
(i) denote the generators of the ith factor of osp(1,2) in osp(1,2)⊗n.
We can now define the following elements in U (osp(1,2)⊗n):
ΓA = JA0 P
A− JA+JA−PA−PA/2. (3)
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Clearly Γ{i}, i = 1, . . . ,n, are the Casimir elements corresponding to each of the
factors in osp(1,2)⊗n; these are constant multiples, say λi, if one considers products
of irreducible representations. Γ [n] is the total Casimir operator of osp(1,2)⊗n. It
will be convenient to take Γ/0 =−1/2. We define the Bannai–Ito algebra B(n) as the
algebra generated by the elements ΓA with A⊂ [n].
Let us now determine the structure relations. Consider first the case n= 3. There
are seven generators in this instance: Γ{i} ≡ Γi, i = 1,2,3, Γ{i, j} ≡ Γi j for {i, j} =
{1,2},{1,3},{2,3}, and Γ[3] ≡ Γ123. Here, Γ1, Γ2, Γ3 and Γ123 are central. A direct
calculation shows that
{Γi j,Γjk}= Γik+2ΓjΓi jk+2ΓiΓk, i 6= j 6= k,
which coincides with the B(3) defining relations (1) when the central ωik are identi-
fied as ωik = 2ΓjΓi jk+2ΓiΓk. This is the result obtained in [6]. The structure relations
for the higher rank extension are obtained from this result through the following ar-
gument. Take any triple of pairwise disjoint subsets of [n] called K, L, and M. There
is an obvious isomorphism
ospK(1,2)⊗ospL(1,2)⊗ospM(1,2)∼= osp(1,2)⊗osp(1,2)⊗osp(1,2),
which leads to an embedding of B(3) into B(n). Indeed, in view of this isomorphism,
the Casimir elements ΓK , ΓL, ΓM , ΓK∪L, ΓK∪M , ΓL∪M , and ΓK∪L∪M will generate B(3)
and we shall have for instance
{ΓK∪L,ΓL∪M}= ΓK∪M+2ΓLΓK∪L∪M+2ΓKΓM. (4)
We wish to know {ΓA,ΓB} for any two subsets A and B of [n]. To that end, take
K = A\B, L = A∩B, M = B\A and make the corresponding Casimir operators in
U (osp(1,2)⊗n) using (3). The relation (4) becomes
{ΓA,ΓB}= Γ(A∪B)\(A∩B)+2ΓA∩BΓA∪B+2ΓA\(A∩B)ΓB\(A∩B). (5)
This provides the desired structure relations for B(n), namely the relations obeyed
by the Casimir elements ΓA labeled by subsets A of [n] [1].
3 Maximal Abelian subalgebras, representation bases, and
connection coefficients
We wish to indicate here how representations of B(n) can be obtained from the
knowledge of representations of B(3). To that end, we shall first introduce bases for
representation spaces that are associated to maximal Abelian subalgebras of B(n).
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3.1 Maximal Abelian subalgebras
We readily see from (5) that [ΓA,ΓB] = 0 if A ⊂ B, B ⊂ A or A∩B = /0; recall that
Γ/0 = −1/2. It follows that Yn = 〈Γ[2],Γ[3], . . . ,Γ[n−1]〉 forms an Abelian subalgebra
(AS) of B(n) that is readily seen to be maximal. Note that Γ/0, Γ[1] and Γ[n] are not
included in Yn as they are central in B(n). Other such maximal AS can be obtained
by applying a permutation and taking piYn = 〈Γpi[2],Γpi[3], . . . ,Γpi[n−1]〉
3.2 Bases for representation spaces
Bases for representations spaces can now be obtained by taking their elements to be
joint eigenvectors of the operators (hereafter denoted by the same symbols) repre-
senting the generators of the various maximal AS. Given one such basis, one would
wish to provide the action of the generators in the complement of the AS in order
to construct the representation of B(n). We shall indicate how this can be accom-
plished from the knowledge of the connection coefficients between bases associated
to different maximal AS. With this understood, we shall complete the picture with a
characterization of the connection coefficients.
Suppose that a basis has been picked and that we want to give the action of
a generator Γ on the elements of this basis. It is easy to see that every generator
of B(n) belongs to a maximal AS. There is a thus another basis, call it prime, in
which Γ is diagonal. Now if the connection coefficients between the elements of
the original bases and those of the prime basis are known, it follows from linear
algebra that the action of Γ in the original basis can be written down. This applies
to any generator. Hence if all bases associated to maximal AS can be connected,
the action of all generators in a single basis can be obtained with the help of the
connection coefficients.
3.3 Connection coefficients
Irreducible representations of B(3) have been constructed and as a result the con-
nection coefficients (CCs) between the bases associated to the AS generated re-
spectively by Γ12, Γ13 and Γ23 are known; see [1, 4, 6, 10]. We shall simply set the
notation and recall the main features. Consider an irreducible representation of B(3)
and let 〈φk〉 be a set of basis vectors on which Γ12 acts diagonally, say Γ12φk = µkφk.
The central elements are multiples of the identity: Γiφk = λiφk, Γ123φk = λ123φk for
i = 1,2,3. It is found that Γ13 and Γ23 act in a tridiagonal fashion in the basis 〈φk〉
and one has for instance Γ23φk = ak,k−1φk−1 +ak,kφk+ak,k+1φk+1. The coefficients
ak,k, ak,k±1 have been explicitly determined from the properties of B(3). Now if 〈ψk〉
denotes the basis in which Γ23 is diagonal, the CCs defined by
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ψk =∑
s
Bks(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ123)φs,
are nothing else than the Racah coefficients of osp(1,2). Knowing the action of
Γ23 in both bases 〈φk〉 and 〈ψk〉, one finds that Bks satisfies a three-term recurrence
relation which shows that these CCs can be expressed in terms of BI polynomials.
Let us now discuss the rank two case B(4) to illustrate how one bootstraps from
the rank one to higher ranks. First consider the CCs between two bases associated
to two maximal AS that differ by only one generator. An example is (Γ12,Γ123),
(Γ12,Γ124). Γ123 and Γ124 will preserve the eigenspaces of the common generator Γ12.
Now note that Γ123 and Γ124 are also generators of a rank one BI algebra. Indeed,
let K = {1,2}, L = {3}, M = {4}, ΓK∪L = Γ123, ΓK∪M = Γ124, ΓL∪M = Γ34 provide
an embedding of B(3) into B(4). These generators all commute with Γ12 and the
basis vectors with fixed eigenvalues of Γ12 will support representations of B(3). The
representation theory of the rank one BI algebra tells us that the CCs will again be BI
polynomials. Thus is 〈φ j1, j2〉 and 〈ψ j1, j2〉 are the bases diagonalizing the maximal
AS of our example with Γ12φ j1, j2 = µ
12
j1 φ j1, j2 and Γ12ψ j1, j2 = µ
12
j1, j2ψ j1, j2 we have
ψ j1, j2 =∑
k
Wj2k(µ
12
j1 ,λ3,λ4,λ1234)φ j1,k.
This then allows to obtain the actions of Γ124 and Γ34 on the basis vectors φ j1, j2 .
To find the action of other generators, one must consider the relations of the basis
〈φ j1, j2〉 with other subalgebra-type bases. It can be seen that there is always a path
between any given basis to all the others that is made out of intermediary segments
where the corresponding AS only differ by one element. The CCs between any two
bases are then obtained by iterating for each of those segments the procedure just
described when only one generator is different. The resulting CCs will hence be
given by a product of BI polynomials. Furthermore, since all generators are part of
maximal AS and are diagonal in the corresponding bases, the knowledge of the CCs
allows to obtain the action of all generators in a chosen basis. These considerations
extend from B(4) to B(n) and it follows that the representations of B(n) in a fixed
subalgebra-type basis can be fully characterized.
4 Conclusion
We conclude by mentioning that the Bannai–Ito algebra B(n) has arisen in various
systems. These models are obtained from particular realizations of osp(1,2):
• The Dunkl Laplacian when Dunkl operators are used [7];
• The Dirac–Dunkl equation when Clifford algebras are introduced [1, 4]
• The superintegrable model with reflections with Hamiltonian
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H = ∑
1≤i< j≤n
J2i j+
n
∑
k=1
µk(µk− rk)
x2k
with rk f (x1, . . . ,xk, . . . ,xn)= f (x1, . . . ,−xk, . . . ,xn) and Ji j = i(x j∂xi−xi∂x j)when
gauge-transformed parabosonic operators are called upon [2, 5]. In this connec-
tion, see [9, 11, 12]
All these models have the Bannai–Ito algebra as symmetry algebra. We may suspect
that B(n) and its representations will keep appearing in different guises.
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